Denver Mac Bulletin 2
Today's topic: Keeping that Older Mac Going Strong, Address slowdowns using Mac
Certainly the most common complaint coming in from Mac users today is how S-L-O-W the
Mac is running. We hear it a lot and are here to help you figure out your options.
Unfortunately, your Mac slowdowns can not be pinned to any one thing thats common among
all the folks using Macs the same way that you do. Diﬀerent people have varying degrees of
tasks to run.
But problems you’re having are most likely to fall under the big four that we can put out there
to help narrow things down a bit. Here are the top four causes of slowdowns in no particular
order. You’ll find additional notes listed under the major categories that cause errors as well.
Misconfigured or incompatible settings (or software)
We find lots of remnants of software folks don't use anymore still installed on systems. As a
general rule, the longer a user has their Mac the bigger the list of software programs that get
tried and then removed. So, one might move the unwanted program to the trash and empty it.
And thats the problem. The program is not entirely removed. Today's software unlike ancient
Mac System 9 where everything was contained inside the application program itself, installs
itself all over your hard drive. This includes little helper programs or hidden parts of the
program that go crazy when they can’t connect to the part that you just deleted. The all over
your hard drive part remains, slowly churning away at your processor.
And its these little demands that take a chunk out of the system that’s intended for use with the
programs you're using now. To fully uninstall that old program do one of the following: See if it
has an uninstall feature usually found in the program's menu, or in your Applications folder, or,
use a program to locate the hidden files the app might leave behind and get all of it oﬀ the
computer. Unfortunately doing this is a bit more diﬃcult if the app has already been moved to
the trash. The uninstallers want for you to pick the app first, then it locates the scattered files.
If you installed the Application from the App Store, uninstalling is easy!
Apple's own programs and those that you install through the App
Store are completely uninstalled using Launchpad (See Icon)
provided as part of your modern Mac OS. To uninstall that
unwanted program you launch LaunchPad and press - hold on
the App's icon. When it starts to jiggle simply hit the X appearing in
the cornor of the icon, poof its gone forever along with all those
preference and helper files.
See here for how to do this more fully:
https://support.apple.com/kb/PH25083?locale=en_GB
Along those same lines, some of the programs you install don't work well with your Mac.
Printer utilities are a big oﬀender. Hewlett Packard for example makes the best printers out

there but the software that comes with these printers can be compatibility nightmares,
especially if the printer you just bought has been sitting in the warehouse for a couple of years.
By the time it gets to you and you slip the supplied CD into your Mac, it needs updating to
work, or, worse yet conflicts with Apple's already supplied printer package built into the Mac
OS.
The best advice you can take from this is, Never install printer software from the CD that
comes with your printer, unless it is outside the realm of a standard everyday one. This might
include large format, 3D or CAD printers. Believe it or not, that general use printer you just
bought has software already installed on your Mac and if you simply plug it in your Mac will
recognize and download needed resources for you automatically.
See this link from Apple on install, uninstall apps. https://support.apple.com/kb/PH25083?
locale=en_GB.
There are tons more we can go on about but lets move on here. Here is reason two.
Over-Taxing the System
Year after year INTEL (and others) release new CPU's that outperform earlier versions of the
chip they replace. We use the term "Benchmarks" to compare how much faster newer chips
run compared to these earlier ones. The faster the processor or computer brain, the more time
savings for all your tasks. How long it takes to open a large document, how fast it saves to
disk. Calculations like sharpening an image, mathematical equation solving or searching long
files all happen a little bit faster.
Included in this group are the ever growing list of internet related chores your Mac does. Not
only does managing your connection to the internet use the computer brain, the flow of files
back and forth to your Mac from the internet uses some of that power. And bottlenecks ensue.
Since the introduction of internet services like iCloud, DropBox, Cloud Backups and others, the
workload on your computer goes up. The more you're connected to services, the more
services you use online, the harder your Mac works. Sometimes its not the services themselves
that slow down the system, its that the internet is trying to push too much information at once
to or from your Mac.
Face it, your older Mac just can't keep up with newer chips. But that doesn't mean its not
usable. The key to getting the most from your older system living in a newer world of speeddemons is to "balance the load." This means don't let your Mac get bogged down with too
many processes at once. We want to stop the processes that might interfere with what you are
doing right now. Like quitting applications that aren't being used. Turning oﬀ sharing services
and stopping applications set to launch when you log into the computer.
Not enough Hardware
One analogy used here at Denver Mac is think of your Mac as a playground, in this case a
sandbox with a given size. You'll have a box of sand and equipment like swingsets monkeybars
and ladders inside the playground.

Drive
Depending on how much and how hard you use your Mac determines how long the spinning
disk drive lasts. Generally 3 to 5 years for older style drives put into Macs. We have seen some
lucky ones running 15 years though but thats very rare.

